Amendment One

B.1 LICENSED MANUFACTURERS

Amend to add text in blue

B.1.3 Timelines affecting Equipment Eligibility
a) Application period
   • Period closing date**: 1st May 2020*
   • The timeline may be extended in Force Majeur circumstances.
b) Evaluation period
   • Period starting date: Day after the 2020 Olympics*
   • Period closing date: ‘Equipment selection date’ in December 2021*
c) Licensed period:
   • Starting date: ‘Equipment selection date’ in December 2021*
   • Closing date: Day after the 2024 Olympics*

* these timeframes will be updated accordingly to adapt to every Olympic cycle.
** For the avoidance of a doubt, an equipment registration application is only complete when complying with the requirements of the application process, including but not limited to worldwide availability.